
What is phone banking?

Phone banking is a voter contact method where you volunteer to make calls on behalf of a candidate 
or a cause. It is an effective way to support your cause/candidate, Get Out The Vote or recruit more 
volunteers, because you are connecting directly with people. The goal of phone banking is to have as 
many meaningful conversations with people, collect as much verbal information as possible and collect 
data and information for the campaign. 

Sometimes phonebanks are with a group, and other times you can phonebank on your own. There are 
different tools campaigns use to conduct phonebanks. Some campaigns have automated dialing systems 
also called a “predictive dialer”, where phone calls are dialed for you and you’re only connected if the 
other side picks up. Other campaigns have Virtual Phonebanks, where all the data lives online. Sometimes 
you’re going off paper and taking notes by hand.

Why do we phonebank? 

Phonebanks can serve a lot of different functions. Regardless of the desired goal of the phonebank, the 
main OBJECTIVE is to learn something about the voter. It could be as simple as they moved, or that you 
have the wrong number. 

What to expect? 

Early on, there may be a lot of wrong numbers, and that’s okay, because every number you call, you are 
helping to refine the list. Remind callers that this work is important and as you get closer to election day 
this is helping make sure your list of phone numbers is as accurate and efficient as possible.
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Phone banking is an efficient way to connect with alot of voters in a short amount of time. It depends on the 
types of conversations you’re having but you’ll average about 30 calls an hour, with about 5 conversations 
an hour. That’s a connect rate of about 15%. Remember every contact is valuable, no matter the outcome. 

Before You Dial

It’s important to get in a positive mindset before dialing and to remember it’s not personal. Often times 
people just don’t want to be bothered. Be prepared to get hung up on and to have some people be angry. 
Just shake it off, remember your motivation for being there and how important gathering this information 
is, and dial again.

If people are getting a lot of phone calls, for example in a hotly contested race, they may be a little angry. 
Even if they get angry, they’re still likely going to vote, because the more calls they get the more they 
know that their vote matters and your phone call isn’t going to stop them from voting. Research has 
shown that phone banking can move the needle up to 2.5%, which is HUGE!

Glossary

Phonebank: Organized phone calls to targeted voters for a campaign

Universe: Any set of voters in a campaign’s database 

Dials: The number of phone numbers attempted

Data: Information you are collecting from the voter that is recorded and then input to the database system

Contacts: The number of people you speak with

Contact rate: The number of actual humans you speak with as a percentage of dials

Predictive Dialer: A system you log into via your computer that calls through lists, skipping no answers 
and busy signals, only connecting callers with voters who’ve answered.

Virtual Phonebank: A system you log into via your computer that provides you with the script and 
contact information in a web browser. Data entry is automatic.

ID (identify): A quantitative measurement (1–5) of a voter’s preference with 1 being a stalwart supporter 
of your candidate or cause, 3 being undecided,  and 5 being a stalwart supporter of your opponent.

Persuasion: Conversations to change people’s minds, generally you’re trying to move folks from 
“Undecided” to “Supporter” not from “Republican” to “Democrat”

GOTV (Get Out The Vote): The activities campaigns do in the last 5 days leading up to election day in 
order to mobilize as many voters as possible



Best Practices

Be yourself: Do whatever helps your conversations feel natural and personal. Whether it’s pacing 
yourself, the way you phrase things or simply your mindset. Seek a connection and speak from the heart, 
talk about your personal passion for the cause and see what connections come up for the other person.

Listen attentively: Make sure you’re paying attention to what they’re saying and capturing the 
information. Remember, if you didn’t write it down it didn’t happen! It also helps make sure the person on 
the other end feels heard and more comfortable.

Record accurate data: Remember the objective is to learn something about the voter and to gather the 
information for the campaign. If it’s not recorded, it didn’t happen!

Be honest: If you don’t know the answer to a question, be honest and let them know.

Don’t give people an out: Ask people direct questions that prompt them to give you useful information. 
Avoid apologizing and ad-libs like: “You must be busy”

Don’t get into political debates: If the conversation starts to turn into political fight, and you feel the 
person on the other end digging their heels in. Do not reciprocate and be respectful.

Types of Calls

Persuasion: These calls are meant to be to undecided voters, who have not decided who or what to vote 
for. It is the callers job to persuade them. 

Fundraising: These calls are typically made to supporters or previous donors asking for donations. 

Opinion Polling: These calls are meant purely to ask voters questions about how they feel.

Volunteer Recruitment: These calls are typically made to those we already know support us, like members 
or those on our volunteer list. They are meant to get verbal commitments from volunteers that they will 
participate in a shift.

Informational: These calls are made to give voters more information about the cause or candidate that 
we are. supporting. These could also be about ways people can vote, events that are coming up or ways 
people can get involved.

Mobilizing: ie. Getting Out The Vote: These calls are usually begin about 4 days before election day. 
They are to our supporters reminding them to go cast their ballots


